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ROLAND RELEASES V-PIANO EVOLUTION UPDATE 
Firmware Upgrade Adds Four New Cutting-Edge V-Piano Models  

 
Los Angeles, CA, January 14, 2010 — Roland is pleased to announce the V-Piano® 

Evolution System Program Update, which adds two new stunning Vintage and Vanguard 
piano models to enhance the sonic possibilities for the groundbreaking V-Piano.  

 

Since its release one year ago, the Roland V-Piano has taken the music world by storm. 
Soaring beyond the limits of previous sample-based instruments, the V-Piano’s 

revolutionary Component Object Sound Modeling creates “living” piano engine that has 

won acclaim from the world’s finest pianists.  

 
The V-Piano offers two distinct types of piano modeling: Vintage and Vanguard. Vintage 

replicates the sound of the world’s finest acoustic pianos, while Vanguard allows the 

pianist to create new and innovative instruments beyond the limitations of the traditional 
acoustic piano.  

 

The V-Piano Evolution adds two new instruments to each piano category.  In the Vintage 

category, Vertical faithfully reproduces the sound of a warm upright piano, and V1 
Impactance features a Vintage 1 piano equipped with heavier hammers for more power 

and energy. In the Vanguard category, Triple Large features an extended piano body 

and tripled copper wrapped strings on each key, while Metallic SB is a based on the 
previous All Silver model. With a new virtual soundboard made of thin metal boards 

sandwiched between thin wooden boards, the Metallic SB piano sound creates a unique 

metallic tonal character. 
 

The V-Piano Evolution will be available as a downloadable upgrade for all V-Piano 

owners. For more information, please visit www.RolandConnect.com.  

 

--------- 
About Roland Corporation 

Roland Corporation is a leading manufacturer and distributor of electronic musical instruments, 

including keyboards and synthesizers, guitar products, electronic percussion, digital recording 

equipment, amplifiers, audio processors, and multimedia products. With over 35 years of musical 

instrument development, Roland sets the standard in music technology for the world to follow. For 

more information, visit http://www.RolandUS.com  
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